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A Study of Design Fixation, Its
Mitigation and Perception in
Engineering Design Faculty
The bridge between engineering design and cognitive science research is critical to
understand the effectiveness of design methods as implemented by human designers. The
study reported in this paper evaluates the effects of design fixation in a group of engineering design faculty, and also provides evidence for approaches to overcome design
fixation. Three conditions are compared, a control, a fixation group whom were provided
with an example solution, and a defixation group whom were also given materials to
mitigate their design fixation. Measures include indicators of design fixation and participant perceptions. The study demonstrates that the engineering design faculty show statistically significant evidence of design fixation, but only partially perceive its effects. This
study also indicates that design fixation can be mitigated. The group of participants in
this study, due to their background in engineering design research and experience with
student design teams, was expected to have more accurate perceptions or awareness of
design fixation than the typical participant. Understanding the incongruities between
participant perceptions and quantitative design outcomes are particularly of interest to
researchers of design methods. For this study, clear evidence exists that designers, even
those that study and teach design on a regular basis, do not know when they are being
influenced or fixated by misleading or poor information. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.4001110兴
Keywords: design fixation, analogy, conceptual design

•

Introduction

Engineering design was rigorously studied, arguably since Simon’s Sciences of the Artificial was published in 1968 关1兴. The
field has explored formal and heuristic approaches to design refinement, manufacturing, generation, and computation 关2–4兴. A
critical part of engineering design is how designers think about the
problem, how they reason about problem-relevant information,
and how they are able to generate novel problem solutions. The
study of such questions falls in the field of cognitive-based innovation and requires methods and knowledge from the field of cognitive psychology, integrated with process knowledge and participants from the field of engineering design. The field of researchers
who have actively pursued cognitive-based engineering is small
but diverse, examples falling into the following five nonexhaustive categories.
•

Representation—the means to reason about and search for a
solution to a design problem 关5–13兴;
• Fixation—barriers to solution based on real and perceived
constraints 关14–17兴;
• Analogy—the mapping of knowledge from one domain to
another supported by abstract representations 关9,18–29兴;
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•

Computational models—models for cognitive simulation
and generative tools 关30–32兴;
Teams—effective negotiation strategies, compatible representations, effective communication, trust among team
members 关7,33–42兴.

Results in this field have begun to bear fruit, and the time is ripe
for rigorous research efforts in this area.
As such, in January 2008, an NSF sponsored workshop was
held in Knoxville, TN, as part of the CMMI Grantees Meeting.
The workshop, entitled “Discussion on Individual and TeamBased Innovation,” brought approximately 50 educators and researchers from the field of engineering design together for a day
to learn about the current work and discuss potential directions for
new research in the area of cognitive-based engineering design.
As part of the workshop, participants took part in a formal cognitive study on the role of fixation and the use of analogies to
overcome fixation. The experiment was formally developed, piloted, approved by the lead institution’s Internal Review Board,
and then run during the workshop. This paper presents the results
of this study. One goal of the study was to allow participants to
experience a formal and rigorous cognitive experiment. Since
most of the participants had only engineering backgrounds, it was
unlikely that many had participated in such studies.
Another goal of the study was to advance the state of the field
of cognitive-based engineering design by learning 共1兲 if engineering educators experience design fixation during a design problem
solving exercise, 共2兲 how design fixation can be overcome, adding
to the current knowledge base of the field, and 共3兲 whether the
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participants accurately perceive the effects of provided examples
and materials to mitigate design fixation. On one hand, the study
group is interesting because they have experience in design, as
demonstrated by survey results showing considerable industrial
projects and patents, but on the other hand, they think about the
process of design through teaching courses in design and through
research in the broader field of design. It is interesting to see
whether this cohort is susceptible to aspects of fixation that have
been prevalent in other studies of design students or practitioners.
What follows is a discussion of the current state of the art of
cognitive-based engineering relevant to this work, a presentation
of the experiment, results, discussion, and insights from the study.

2

Background/Previous Work

A number of studies showed that design fixation effects can
occur when example solutions are introduced to participants
关15,43–47兴. Jansson and Smith 关15兴 were the first to apply an
experimental approach to study engineering design fixation. They
found that showing example solutions can reduce the range of
design solutions generated by a designer, and that aspects of the
example solution, including aspects that were shown to violate
goals of the problem statement, can find their way into the designers’ solutions. A number of later experiments by others used the
same and similar design problems to further investigate the issue
of design fixation 关47,48兴. Purcell and Gero 关47兴 suggested that
the susceptibility of a designer to fixation may depend on the
discipline of the designer, and that design fixation is more likely if
the example problem embodies principles that are in line with the
knowledge base of that discipline. These studies, as a whole, demonstrate that introducing examples can cause design fixation, resulting in less creativity during ideation.
2.1 Possible Approaches to Overcoming Design Fixation.
Some approaches to reducing design fixation have been identified.
Using the same fixating examples as Jansson and Smith,
Chrysikou and Weisberg 关48兴 found that including defixation instructions can negate the fixating effects of the examples. Another
possible approach to breaking or mitigating design fixation, beyond defixation instructions, is to assist the designer in finding a
new way to frame the problem, which may lead to new and improved solutions. The power of analogical inspiration, as part of
problem framing, is supported by empirical evidence, as well as
by examples of professional designers using analogies to solve
problems 关9,49–51兴.
Within the literature, a number of approaches for enhancing
analogical retrieval and use have been noted. Some of these depend on the expertise of the participants, and some are more general findings. Casakin and Goldschmidt 关49兴 found that visual
analogies can improve design problem solving for both novice
and expert architects. Ball et al. 关52兴 found experts use more
analogies than novices do, so experience seems to increase retrieval frequency. Expertise also enhances the ability to retrieve
high-level principles derived from sets of analogies 共schemadriven兲. Novices tended to use more case-driven analogies 共analogies where a specific concrete example was used to develop a new
solution 关29兴兲 rather than schema-driven analogies 共more general
design solution derived from a number of examples 关53,54兴兲. This
difference can be explained because novices have more difficulty
retrieving relevant information when needed and have more difficulty mapping concepts from disparate domains due to a lack of
experience 关55兴.
Tseng et al. 关17兴 found that the effectiveness of analogical inspiration in design was dependent on the timing of when the inspiring information is given, as well as how apparently similar the
information is to the problem being solved. More specifically,
information that shares similar keywords or domains can be applied to problem solving, even if the information is given before
the designer has begun work on the problem, while information
041003-2 / Vol. 132, APRIL 2010

that is relevant but does not share similarity of keywords or domains only affects problem solving when the designer has already
begun work on the problem.
Additionally, Dahl and Moreau 关56兴 demonstrated that subjects
exposed to within-domain examples employed fewer far-domain
analogies in generating solutions, and that the originality of the
solutions produced was increased when subjects were encouraged
to use analogies extensively and given no example solutions.
Marsh et al. 关57兴 found that within-domain examples caused subjects to be biased toward generating solutions that had similar
features to those found in the examples. These findings led to the
expectation for our experiment that a within-domain example solution given to participants prior to ideation would cause design
fixation, as exhibited through fewer solutions generated and the
appearance of features from the example in the solutions generated.
2.1.1 Breaking or Mitigating Fixation: Formal Design-byAnalogy Methods. Analogy is a likely candidate for alleviating
design fixation. A few formal methods have been developed to
support design-by-analogy. These include Synectics 关58兴, French’s
work on inspiration from nature 关59,60兴, Biomimetic concept generation 关26,27兴, the WordTree Design-by-Analogy method
关20,61兴, and analogous design through the use of the function and
flow basis 关24兴. Synectics is a group idea generation method that
uses four types of analogies to solve problems: personal 共be the
problem兲, direct 共functional or natural兲, symbolic, and fantasy
关58兴. Synectics gives little guidance to designers about how to find
successful analogies. Other methods also base analogies on the
natural world. French 关59,60兴 highlights powerful examples that
nature provides for design. Biomimetic concept generation provides a systematic tool to index biological phenomena 关26,62兴. In
biomimetic concept generation, the functional requirements of the
problem and the keywords are first derived. The keywords are
then referenced and relevant entries can be found. Like biomimetic concept generation, the WordTree method is also based on
keywords. The WordTree method takes the key functions or customer needs of a design problem, and systematically rerepresents
them through the intuitive knowledge of the designers and
through the WordNet database, particularly with synonyms known
as hypernyms and troponyms. Analogous concepts can be also
identified by creating abstracted functional models of concepts
and comparing the similarities between their functionality. Analogous and nonobvious products can be explored using the functional and flow basis 关24兴.
Other database supported computation tools for design-byanalogy have been recently developed. Examples of such tools are
the work by Kurtoglu and Campbell 关63兴, Chui and Shu 关26兴, and
Chakrabarti et al. 关64兴. Each has created an automated tool to
provide inspiration to designers as part of the idea generation
process. Based on the function or behavior of a device, analogies
from nature or other devices are provided as potential sources of
inspiration to the designer.
2.2 The Perception of Being Fixated. One reason why design fixation is difficult to overcome is that designers are often not
conscious of the fact that they are fixated. Ward and co-workers
关45,65兴 found that the examples were not constraining the subjects
consciously by causing them to believe that they should produce
solutions similar to the given examples, but rather subconsciously
constraining them; when participants were asked to avoid producing solutions that were similar to the examples, the similarity
between the examples and generated solutions did not significantly decrease when compared with participants’ solutions who
were not told to avoid solutions similar to the given examples. In
general, participants did not have control over their use of the
knowledge gained from the examples. These results suggest that
designers are unaware that they are being influenced by example
solutions or previously generated solutions 关44,45,65兴. Consistent
Transactions of the ASME
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with this finding, Linsey et al. 关19兴 also observed that engineers
were unaware that they were implementing prior examples to
which they had been exposed.
2.3 Summary and Breaking New Ground. It is clear from
this literature review that experiments have been deployed for
studying fixation and the underlying causes within designers. We
build on these studies and the associated results in this paper.
Mitigating strategies for alleviating fixation have been studied, but
much fertile ground has yet to be explored, especially in the domain of engineering and for the use of analogies. It is also clear, to
the best of our knowledge, that academics from engineering design research have not been a focal group as part of fixation studies. Our cognitive-based study here addresses these limitations,
and constructs a framework on the foundation of the previous
research.

3

Research Questions

Design fixation is a common problem for both inexperienced
and experienced designers. In this study, we seek to answer three
fundamental research questions: 共1兲 Do engineering academicians,
both design researchers and educators, experience design fixation?
共2兲 How can design fixation be overcome or mitigated? 共3兲 Do the
participants accurately perceive the effects of provided example
solutions and of the materials to mitigate design fixation? These
three research questions, our associated hypotheses, and our motivation for answering these questions are discussed in the following sections. In our study, three experimental conditions are
implemented: a control, a fixation condition in which a negative
example solution is presented, and a defixation condition in which
the negative example solution is given along with a list of possible
solution directions to consider; these conditions are referred to in
presenting our hypotheses and defined in Sec. 4. In addition, all
participants filled out a survey prior to the workshop that obtained
demographic information and perceptions about the design process.
3.1 Evidence of Design Fixation. For this study, we explore
the effects of fixation on experienced academic engineering designers. The group of participants for this experiment has a unique
background that makes them interesting to study. All of the participants attended a workshop on the cognitive aspects of engineering design and developing cognitive experiments in engineering design. They have clear interest in design and cognition. In
addition, most of this group has experience teaching design and
most are researchers in design. Therefore, this group is aware of
design methods, they have spent time thinking about many of the
issues related to design, particularly the “fuzzy-front end,” and
they are likely to be aware of some of the difficulties that designers have during idea generation. They are also aware of methods
such as design-by-analogy and some of the short-comings of traditional group brainstorming. Overcoming design fixation is a difficult task. Yet, because of this group’s background in design
theory and methods, with their knowledge and skills, might they
be able to more effectively overcome design fixation? We therefore seek to answer the following research question and contemplate the following hypothesis:
Research Question 1: Do academic engineering design educators show evidence of design fixation?
Hypothesis 1: Academic engineering design educators will
show evidence of design fixation. They will produce fewer total
ideas when provided with example solutions and repeat ideas from
provided examples as compared with the control group.
3.2 Overcoming/Mitigating Design Fixation. Prior research
has shown that it is possible to reduce design fixation by instructing participants to not focus on the negative aspects of the design
and describing those short-comings 关48兴. This is clearly one approach for reducing fixation, but based on anecdotal commentary
in the design literature, it is likely that there are other approaches
Journal of Mechanical Design

to mitigating fixation. Many product design books describe the
benefits of functions, analogies, categories, and back-of-theenvelope calculations in the design process 关66–69兴. In addition,
analogy is noted as a tool for innovative design and a prolifically
implemented strategy by designers 关9,19,70兴. These observations
lead to the following research question and hypothesis:
Research Question 2: What can engineers do to reduce their
fixation on particular design solutions? Can analogies, functions,
categories of energy sources, and back-of-the-envelope calculations assist in overcoming design fixation?
Hypothesis 2: Design fixation can be reduced. The defixation
group will produce more ideas and repeat fewer ideas from the
provided example solution than the fixation group. The defixation
group will implement more analogies than the other two conditions.
3.3 Participant Perceptions. Participants’ perceptions frequently are not consistent with quantitative outcomes of their performance 关37,44,45兴. Unfortunately, perceptions are easily obtainable and may be the basis that an individual or a company uses to
choose to implement a particular method. For example, one of the
reasons for group brainstorming’s popularity, in spite of numerous
studies contradicting its purported effectiveness, is that individuals feel more productive during group brainstorming than when
generating ideas alone 关37兴. In contrast to the participant’s perceptions of productivity, numerous studies quantitatively demonstrate
a reduction in the number of ideas per person when comparing
brainstorming in a group to individual brainstorming 共see Ref.
关71兴 for a review兲. The basic group brainstorming method must be
adapted to produce the quantity of results greater than the sum of
the individuals 关64兴.
The group of participants in this study has experience with
design methods and is at least somewhat familiar with their shortcomings. In addition, the majority of this group has taught design
classes and observed their students’ performance. Therefore, it is
likely that the participants in this study will be much more aware
of the effects of a provided example solution and additional defixation materials on their performance than participants who do
not study design. In contrast, the prior literature indicates that
participants are likely to inaccurately perceive the effects of an
introduced example solution and the associated defixation materials, if they are introduced. Therefore, we seek to answer the following research question and test the related hypothesis:
Research Question 3: How well do participant perceptions of
design results correspond to quantitative assessment of the
results?
Hypothesis 3: Participants will inaccurately perceive the effects
of a provided example solution and associated defixation materials. Results from survey questions collecting the participants’ perceptions will be inconsistent with the quantitative metrics.

4

Experimental Method

The experiment evaluates the effects of fixation on experienced
academic engineering designers. To answer the research questions
and hypotheses, we implement three experimental conditions: a
control, a fixation, and a defixation condition. All participants are
given the same experimental procedure and documentation media.
Participants in the fixation condition are provided with an example solution. Participants in the defixation condition are also
provided with the same example solution, but also with additional
materials to potentially break or mitigate the design fixation 共detailed below in Sec. 4.4兲. All participants are told that the goal of
the experiment is to generate as many solutions to the design
problem as possible, where a prize will be given to participants
with the greatest number of solutions. This prize is an incentive
for participants to devote serious effort to the design activity. All
conditions end with a short post-experiment survey, which measures prior exposure to the design problem, perceptions of participants’ performance and perceived influence of a provided example
APRIL 2010, Vol. 132 / 041003-3
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Fig. 1 Design problem description

solution. In the case of the defixation condition, participations are
asked questions regarding the defixation materials and their perceptions of these materials.
4.1 Description of the Design Problem. All participants are
provided with the same design problem. The design problem is to
design a device to quickly shell peanuts for use in places like Haiti
and West African countries, and is based on a real-world problem
posted on ThinkCycle 关72兴. Participants are told that no electrical
energy sources are available and are given customer needs 共Fig.
1兲. This problem is chosen because it is a real world problem that
is appropriate for an engineer, it has intrinsic incentive for solutions given its need-based nature, and the problem has a diverse
set of available solutions. This problem has also been used in
previous research on idea generation 关35,73,74兴. It is very unlikely
that any of the participants would have extensive prior experience
in solving this problem, yet shelling a peanut is a task that all of
the participants have likely experienced.
4.2 Control Group. The control group is given the design
problem as stated in Fig. 1. They are not provided with an example solution or alternative representation of the problem.
4.3 Experimental Fixation Group. The fixation group is
given the design problem as stated in Fig. 1 and an additional
negative solution example 共Fig. 2兲. They are not given an alternative representation of the problem. The example solution uses a
gasoline powered press to crush the shell, and does not separate
the nut from the shell. The example solution focuses exclusively
on a mechanical concept that crushes the shell and uses external
fuel energy. This solution is difficult to control in terms of damaging the peanut, complex, and costly to manufacture for the West
African environment. The participants all have graduate degrees
in engineering, so these short-comings should be obvious to them.
In addition, these particular process solutions are many of the
common solutions found by participants in a prior experiment
关35,73兴. Common solutions to design problems were shown to
create greater fixation 共fewer total solutions兲 than unusual solutions 关14,75兴.

out the online presurvey for the workshop, and 34 actually attended the workshop. These thirty-four participants are randomly
assigned to one of three conditions prior to the workshop, equally
distributing the senior 共associate and full professors兲 and junior
faculty 共assistant professors兲. The study serves to demonstrate to
the workshop participants an example cognitive study in engineering design, while at the same time, providing useful experimental
data. Based on the preworkshop survey results, which are only
partially presented here, participants are faculty members 共85%兲,
plus a few research scientists and graduate students 共12%兲, and
federal government employees 共3%兲. There were no participants
from industry. Almost half the participants are assistant professors
共45%兲; 12% are associate professors and 27% are full professors.
Most participants have mechanical engineering backgrounds.
Most have at least 1 year of industrial experience 共64%兲 and have
consulted with industry at least once 共79%兲. There is also a high
representation of women relative to the field of engineering 共33%
females兲.
A number of preregistered intended participants did not attend
the beginning of the workshop so three participants were switched
to different groups to compensate. Unintentionally, they were
switched from the defixation condition to a different condition,
and they therefore had briefly seen the defixation materials. These
three participants were removed from the data set.

4.4 Experimental Defixation Group. The defixation group is
presented with the design problem, as in Fig. 1, and also alternative representations of the problem 共Fig. 3兲. The alternative representations provide a brief functional description, useful analogies, a list of available energy sources, and a quick back-of-theenvelope calculation result. Some of the analogies were identified
using the WordTree Design-by-Analogy method with the key
word of “remove” and “shell” to find the associated hypernyms
and troponyms from WordNet 关20兴.
4.5 Participants. Fifty engineering academics expressed interest in attending the NSF sponsored workshop: “Discussion on
Individual and Team-Based Innovation.” 38 from this group filled
041003-4 / Vol. 132, APRIL 2010

Fig. 2 Example solution provided to the participants in the
fixation group
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Fig. 3 Defixation materials

5

Metrics

To understand the effects of design fixation and evaluate the
research questions, a set of measures are employed. To quantify
the degree of fixation, five metrics are implemented: 共1兲 number
of ideas, 共2兲 number of times features from the example solution
appear in generated concepts, 共3兲 percentage of features from the
example solution that appear at least once in participant solutions,
共4兲 number of energy domains, and 共5兲 percentage of the solutions
that employ a gas engine. To evaluate the effects of providing
defixation materials, along at least one dimension, the number of
analogies is also measured. To provide inter-rater reliability, one
of the authors evaluated all of the data for each metric, while a
second rater evaluated two from each condition or at least 18% of
the data.
5.1 Quantity of Ideas. Building from the procedure developed by Shah et al. 关76兴, a set of procedural rules are defined for
what constitutes a single idea, see Ref. 关77兴 for more details. Our
basic definition for an idea is something that solves one or more
functions of the design, as defined by the functional basis 共a
clearly defined and tested language for expressing design functions 关78,79兴兲. The total number of unique 共nonredundant, nonrepeated兲 ideas is calculated for each person. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient 关80兴 was 0.97, indicating that the measure is highly
reliable. A high degree of Pearson’s correlation indicates that if
one evaluator had a higher score, then the other evaluator also
tended to give a higher score.
Journal of Mechanical Design

5.2 Repeated Example Solution Features and Percentage
of Features Used. Figure 4 illustrates the example solution provided to the participants and all of the design ideas contained
within it 共number of ideas兲, categorized by function. The number
of times each participant employs one of the design features from
the example solution is counted. This procedure results in two
metrics, which indicate the degree of fixation: the total number of
times a feature is repeated and the total percentage of features
from the example that is implemented at least once. One of the
authors evaluated all of the data, while a second rater measured
two from each condition or 18% of the data. In half of the cases,

Fig. 4 Example solution provided to participants
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Table 1 Energy source categories
Wind
Solar
Water streams
Captured rain water at a height
Water 共other兲
Human
Animal
Nuclear
Electrical outlet
Fire
Gas engine
Engine 共other兲
Fuel cell
Fluid density difference
Chemical
Genetic

Anything powered by naturally occurring wind. Includes using a wind generator to generate electricity, a
windmill to directly turn a mechanism, and naturally allowing the wind to blow peanut shells away. Does
not include a fan or other wind source powered by another energy source.
Anything powered by the sun. Includes both solar panels to generate electricity and using the sun directly to
heat water or roast the peanuts.
Uses naturally existing water streams such as a water wheel in a river to power the system, either by
generating electricity or directly powering the mechanical system.
Capturing rain water at a height to accomplish much the same as the previous category.
Can include the soaking of peanuts to soften them, and many other uses.
Includes manual shelling, turning a hand crank, and any other human power.
Includes using animals to motivate a mechanical system, training or genetically manipulating animals to
shell peanuts.
Nuclear power station to provide energy.
Any solution where the concept involves plugging into a wall socket for electricity.
Anything that uses a fire to generate power, excludes internal combustion or steam engines, but includes
using a fire to roast peanuts or burn off shells.
Gasoline powered internal combustion engine.
Any other type of fuel engine.
Hydrogen or other type fuel cell.
Concepts based on whether something floats or sinks, often used to sort peanuts and their shells.
Any chemical process to generate power that is different than seen above, or to burn or dissolve the peanut
shell off.
Genetically altering the peanut itself. Does not include genetic manipulations on animals 共which should be
categorized as animal兲.

the two raters had identical scores for the number of repeated
features, and their Pearson’s correlation coefficient 关80兴 was 0.97,
indicating that the measure is highly reliable. Cohen’s Kappa 关80兴
is not used since the metric of interest is the relative number of
repeated features across conditions, not whether or not the participants use a particular feature or the absolute number of repeated
features in this setting. To calculate the percentage of the features
that each participant reused from the example, the number of features used at least once is divided by the total number of ideas
within the example solution 共eight ideas, Fig. 4兲.
5.3 Energy Domains and Percentage of Solutions Employing a Gas Engine. In addition to recording the quantity of ideas,
the number of energy sources used by each participant is analyzed
共Table 1兲. These energy sources are categorized into 16 energy
categories 共wind, solar, water streams, captured rain water at a
height, water 共other兲, human, animal, nuclear, electrical outlet,
fire, gas engine, engine 共other兲, fuel cell, fluid density difference,
chemical, and genetic兲. The original tally included 18 categories,
but it was found, due to the universality of gravity that the two
gravity driven categories are difficult to measure reliably between
raters, and were thus removed. The total of all energy sources
used by each participant is recorded. Since the goal is to determine the breath of energy sources spanned, a participant receives
the same score, regardless of whether they use an energy source
once or multiple times. Since the defixation materials provided a
list of energy sources to directly break fixation on the gas engine,
the percentage of solutions using a gas engine is also calculated.
5.4 Analogies-Breaking Fixation. After 45 min of ideation,
analogies were identified by the participants by going back
through their solutions, and circling or labeling any analogies used
with a red permanent marker. The total number of unique analogies identified by each participant is measured. Some participants
circled components of their designs, some drew arrows with textual descriptions, and others described the analogies they used
while also circling them. Initially, all of this information is tabulated. If a participant circled something and wrote no textual description, this analogy is counted for that participant toward the
total number of analogies they used. If a participant wrote a description, the analogy is counted for that participant toward their
total number of analogies. If the participant both circles and writes
text, it is determined if the two pertained to separate analogies.
One participant stated that they believed all of their ideas were
041003-6 / Vol. 132, APRIL 2010

analogies since all their ideas came from things they had seen
before. Although this statement that most of an engineers’ design
ideas come from prior exposure is true, this is not a working use
of the concept of analogy, where a specific idea is borrowed or
mapped onto the current problem; thus, this participant’s data are
not included in the analogy analysis.
Due to the fact that each participant’s definition of “analogy” is
unique, the analogies identified by the participant are counted as
valid analogies. This reduces the amount of biases introduced by
the researchers, but there is still subjectivity due to differing participants’ definitions. However, the participants’ definitions of
analogy, as provided in the presurvey, are surprisingly consistent
across the participants. Prior studies have used indication of
analogies such as “device X is like device Y” to identify analogies
in concurrent think-aloud protocols or recorded team conversations 关9,23,52兴. This study did not include concurrent think-aloud
descriptions as the participants were working, nor was there any
other indication of which ideas were based on analogies, therefore, the participants’ identification of analogy had to be used.
Since participants did not provide details on the analogies, it was
not possible to further classify analogies along common dimensions such as analogical distance.
In tabulating the analogies metric, as with all other metrics, an
inter-rater agreement analysis is performed to ensure objectivity
and consistency. In tallying the total number of analogies removing any repeats, the raters achieved 99% agreement and a Pearson’s Correlation of 0.99. These measures indicate that the metric
is highly reliable, and there is strong consistency between the two
evaluators.

6

Results: Design Fixation

A key outcome of this study is on understanding design fixation, participants’ perception of it and how to break or mitigate
fixation when it occurs. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate examples of
typical participant results with high and low degrees of fixation
共samples sizes are in Table 2兲. Four measures are implemented to
assess each participant’s degree of fixation. From these measures,
a participants’ fixation may be ascertained and the hypotheses
tested.
The number of nonredundant ideas varies across the three conditions 共Fig. 7兲. An ANOVA 共analysis of variance兲 shows a statistically significant effect across the fixation conditions 共F = 3.7, p
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Fig. 5 A set of solutions showing a low degree of fixation on the provided
example solution

Fig. 6 A set of solutions showing a high degree of fixation on the provided
example solution
Table 2 Sample size for each condition
Group
Control
Fixation
Defixation

Sample Size
9
12
10

⬍ 0.04兲.1 A t-test shows that the control group produces more
ideas than the fixation group 共t = 2.94, p ⬍ 0.02兲. The other pairwise comparisons are not statistically significant.
The variation in the number of nonredundant ideas indicates
that the example did cause design fixation, resulting in fewer ideas
being generated. The trend in this data is that the defixation group
produces more ideas on average than the fixation group, indicating
that the additional materials assist in reducing their fixation.

normality shows the data are not normally distributed and Levene’s test for equality of variances shows that the variances are
not homogenous; therefore, a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA is implemented instead. ANOVA can be used when there are only small
departures from normality, but if there are also unequal variances
across the groups, a different approach is required. A Kruskal–
Wallis ANOVA is analogous to a standard ANOVA, but is the
nonparametric statistical equivalent and evaluates the relative
ranks of the data points. Implementing a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA,
there is a statistically significant difference across the three conditions 共H = 7.3, df = 2, p = 0.03, N = 31兲.

6.1 Number of Example Solution Features Used. Another
indicator of the degree of fixation is the number of times that the
participants reuse features from the provided example solution.
This metric differs across the three conditions and ranges from 1
to 43 repeated features 共Fig. 8兲. The control group did not see the
example solution, but they still may think of the same features that
are present in the example solution. These data do not satisfy the
assumptions for a standard ANOVA since Shapiro–Wilk’s test of
1
The data are not normally distributed but ANOVA is robust for departures from
normality. The remaining assumptions for ANOVA are met. To confirm the ANOVA
results, a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA is also completed on the data 共H = 5.7, p ⬍ 0.06兲.

Journal of Mechanical Design

Fig. 7 The fixation group produced fewer ideas, on average,
than either the control group or the defixation group. Each error bar is ±1 standard error.
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Fig. 8 The fixation group repeated, on average, features from
the example solution more often than the other two groups.
Each error bar is ±1 standard error.

The “number of features” data also indicate that the example
solution caused fixation, as the features from the example 共the
fixation condition兲 are reused more often than for the control. This
data indicate that the additional materials are effective in mitigating or reducing the design fixations, since the defixation condition
reuses fewer features from the example solution than the fixation
condition. In the case of the control group, participants generated
features in their concepts corresponding to the example solution.
This result is to be expected since some of the features, as shown
in Fig. 4, are perfectly acceptable solutions, whereas others, such
as the gas-press are not. The control group, however, did not
overly use the solutions of the provided example for the fixation
condition, whereas the fixation group did offer solutions powered
by gasoline or similar fuel-based systems.
6.2 Percentage of Features Used. The three conditions also
caused the participants to implement different percentages of the
features from the example solution 共Fig. 9兲, another indicator of
fixation. The number of times that the participants implemented
one of the features from the example solution was counted. Again,
these data do not satisfy the assumptions for a standard ANOVA.
The Shapiro–Wilk’s test of normality shows that the data is not
normally distributed, and Levene’s test for equality of variances
shows that the variances are not homogenous; therefore, a
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA is completed instead. There is a statistically significant difference across the three conditions 共H = 7.3,
df = 2, p = 0.03, N = 31兲. A Wilcoxon’s Rank-sum test shows that
the fixation group incorporated more of the features from the example in their solutions than the defixation group 共Ws = 85.5, n1
= 10, n2 = 12, p = 0.08兲 and the control 共Ws = 67.5, n1 = 9, n2 = 12,
p = 0.02兲.

Fig. 9 The fixation group used, on average, a higher percentage of the features from the example solution in their concepts.
Each error bar is ±1 standard error.
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Fig. 10 The defixation group produced more designs powered
by a gas engine than individuals in the other conditions. The
error bars are ±1 standard error.

Again the “percentage of features” measure shows that the example solution causes designer fixation. The defixation condition
is different from the fixation condition, based on statistical significance, again showing that the defixation materials are assisting the
designers in overcoming the fixation induced by the presented
example.

7

Results: Energy Sources Fixation

In addition to the number of solutions, the energy source used
in the design can be another indicator of design fixation. The
defixation condition contained a categorical list of energy sources,
Fig. 3.
Participants in the fixation condition were given an example
that is powered by a gas engine. It is expected that this example
would fixate individuals on using a gas engine. Participants in this
condition were given information in addition to the gas engine
powered example that is intended to aid in breaking the induced
fixation. Individuals in the control condition were given no example on which to fixate. Both predicted effects are observed in
the results 共Fig. 10兲. Again, these data do not meet the assumptions for a standard ANOVA, as the data are not normally distributed and the variances are not homogenous. The Kruskal–Wallis
ANOVA compares the data based on the relative rank of the results, but this approach is not accurate when there are a large
number of equal outcomes as there are with this data set. For this
data set, one-way ANOVA via randomization is implemented
关81,82兴. This approach is analogous to the other approaches, but
does not make any assumptions about the distribution or the ranking of the data.
Based on the graphical results shown in Fig. 10, the fixation
group is clearly different and distinct from the other two groups.
One might expect the other two conditions not to use gas engines
at all, but in this study, gas engines were occasionally used. Using
a one-way ANOVA via randomization, there is statistically significant difference across the groups 共p = 0.05兲 关83,84兴. The fixation
group produced a larger percentage of gas powered designs than
the control group, indicating that the example solution caused
fixation. The fixation group also showed a strong trend for producing a larger percentage of gas powered designs than the defixation group 共t = 1.97, p ⬍ 0.08兲, suggesting that the defixation information is effective in breaking or mitigating the induced
fixation. Similar to the other measures of design fixation, the results show that fixation is occurring, and the defixation materials
are having a statistically significant impact.
The total number of energy sources used in all stages of peanut
shelling differed across the three conditions 共Fig. 11兲. Again, these
data do not satisfy the assumptions for a standard ANOVA 共data
are not normally distributed and the variances are not homogenous兲 so a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA is implemented. There is not
a statistically significant difference across the three conditions
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 11 The defixation group used, on average, more energy
sources in total than participants in the other two groups. Each
error bar is ±1 standard error.

共H = 3.28, df = 2, p = 0.194, N = 31兲. However, the fixation condition produced, on average, fewer energy sources than the defixation condition 共Wilcoxon’s Rank-sum test, Ws = 112.5, n1 = 10,
n2 = 12, p = 0.09兲, suggesting that the defixation materials are effective in breaking the induced fixation. The other pair-wise comparisons are not statistically significant.
Consistent with other results from the study, these results suggest that the defixation materials are assisting in mitigating or
reducing design fixation. The additional categories of available
energy sources are assisting the designers in identifying solutions.

8

General Fixation Results Discussion

The various measures related to fixation clearly illustrate that
the example solution causes design fixation. This result is shown
by the lower number of ideas generated, by a higher number of
features from the example being used in the solutions, and by
fewer energy categories being implemented in the participants’
concepts. This fixation is of particular interest since these participants are not novice designers. All participants have the required
domain knowledge to identify short-comings in the presented example solution. Design fixation is experienced by the engineering
design faculty.
Providing participants with analogies and rerepresentations of
the problem through categories did assist in reducing their fixation
on the example solution, but it did not completely eliminate it.
Participants in the control group still outperformed both the fixation and the defixation group in total number of concepts, whereas
the defixation group employed a greater diversity of energy-based
solutions.

9

Results: Analogies

Many designers employ analogies to inspire solutions to a
given problem. The focal metric to consider in this study when
examining analogies is simply the quantity identified by the participants across the three conditions. The analogies were identified
by the participants after the 45 min of ideation by revisiting their
solutions, circling and labeling any analogies used with a red
marker.
The number of reported analogies employed did not vary statistically across the conditions 共Fig. 12兲. Again, the data are nonnormally distributed with unequal variances, requiring nonparametric tests. A Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA shows there is a not
statistically significant difference across the three conditions 共H
= 1.4, df = 2, p = 0.5, N = 30兲. The defixation group did, however,
use slightly more analogies, on average, implementing many of
the analogies provided in the defixation materials in a variety of
ways.
9.1 Analogies Results Discussion. The three conditions
implemented in this study produced distinct levels of analogy use.
Journal of Mechanical Design

Fig. 12 All groups used analogies in developing solutions to
the design problem. The defixation group, on average, employed slightly more analogies during ideation. The error bars
are ±1 standard error.

The fixation group and the control have a similar level of analogy
use. However, the defixation group, given both the example solution and the extra information, used slightly more analogies, on
average, than that given just the example solution. This could be a
result of the fixation caused by the example solution, or further
indication that more supplemental information is better for a
broader search of the design space. Many of the analogies used by
the group given extra information were directly inspired by the
key word list supplied in the materials. Future work, with more
participants per condition, should investigate whether the observed trend replicates.
An important obstacle to note is the subjectivity of identifying
analogies. In order to remove the experimenters’ interpretations
and biases, a red marker was given to each participant after the
ideation session, with which they were to circle and label any
analogies used. This removed subjectivity from the experimenters’ perspectives, however, not from the participant’s perspective.
Many participants showed signs of a broader understanding of the
definition of analogy, often times circling mechanisms or processes that were taken directly from industry, for example, press.
Since the press was being used in an identical way to that which is
used in practice, it is not legitimately considered an analogy for
the purposes of this study, but more an application of a technology. Despite this discrepancy, all analogies identified by participants were counted as analogies because omitting these would
create too much uncertainty in the analysis.

10

Results from Post-Experiment Survey

A post-experiment survey measures a variety of items including
the following: participants’ opinions about the design problem;
perceptions about the effect of the example solution and the additional material; and if they had exposure to the design problem
and its solutions prior to the experiment. These measures serve to
provide further insights and validity to the experimental results.
The participants’ overall opinions of the design problem and
activity indicate that, on average, they found it interesting and
seriously committed themselves to the task. The participants, on a
semantic difference scale, felt that they worked hard on the activity 共mean 共SD兲: 1.8 共0.90兲 1 = worked hard, 5 = minimal effort兲 and
found the activity to be somewhat motivating but not inspiring
共mean 共SD兲: 2.2 共0.86兲 共1 = motivating and 5 = demotivating兲 and
2.6 共0.78兲 共1 = inspiring and 5 = frustrating兲兲. None of these results
show a mean shifted substantially to the right of the scales midpoint. For the validity of this study, it is important that the participants were motivated and put in a substantial effort since in a
more realistic design setting, it is expected that engineers are generally well motivated to solve a given design problem.
Since the presented design problem is an actual existing issue,
it is possible that the participants may have had prior exposure to
APRIL 2010, Vol. 132 / 041003-9
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Fig. 13 Participants believe they were influenced by the provided example solution

Fig. 14 Participants in the fixation and the defixation group
felt the example solution had a positive influence or at least
were unsure that the influence was positive or not

the problem and to the solutions. A total of seven participants,
evenly distributed across the conditions, had prior exposure to the
design problem, with four of them also having exposure to solutions to the design problem. These four participants believed their
prior exposure had an insignificant to only some influence on their
results 共the four responses were 1—insignificant, 2—minor, and
1—some influence兲. Due to the low level of prior exposure and
that the participants were evenly distributed across the conditions,
we do not believe that the prior exposure affects the results of this
experiment.
The key outcome of the survey is the participants’ perception
about their performance. The fixation and the defixation groups
were asked, using a Likert scale question, if they felt the provided
example solution had influenced them, and then if it had positively or negatively influenced them 共Figs. 13–15, error bars are 1
standard error兲. Both groups felt that the provided example solution had influenced them. The participants are recognizing the fact
that they are being influenced by the provided design example.
The fixation group tended to believe that the effect of the example solution is positive whereas the defixation group is unsure
of the influence. The differences between the groups are not statistically significant, although this lack of statistical significance
may reflect the moderate group sizes of this study. The participants’ perceptions are in contrast to the quantitative fixation re-

Fig. 15 Participants were undecided if the example solution
negatively influenced them

sults that indicate that the example is having a strong negative
effect on the fixation group, meaning that the designer may not be
aware of the negative influence.
In addition, the participants’ perceptions of the effects of the
defixation materials were also measured 共Table 3兲. In this case,
participants’ correctly believe that the additional information is
benefiting them with a mean of only agree to somewhat agree
共2.7兲 and a fairly high standard deviation 共1.33兲. This high standard deviation may indicate the some of the participants are more
accurate in their perceptions. The quantitative results indicate that
there is a very strong positive effect in overcoming the fixation
due to the provided defixation materials. While the participant
perceptions are generally accurate, in this case, they do not
strongly match the quantitative results. This indicates that participant perceptions are not an accurate tool for evaluating design
methods.

11

Addressing the Research Questions

Research Question 1: Do academic engineering design educators show evidence of design fixation?
Academic engineering design educators do show evidence of
design fixation. The fixation group produced fewer ideas, reused
more of the features from the example solution, and implemented
fewer categories of energy sources than the control group. Design
fixation is evidenced by the presence of a considerable number of
solution elements that are clearly not appropriate for the context
of the design problem. This group of participants has a high degree of knowledge and can clearly recognize the short-comings of
the presented design. Qualitatively compared with undergraduate
students in a previous study 关73兴, the design educators produced a
larger number of highly novel solutions not identified by the students, providing some validation of their status as design experts.
It should be noted, however, that the students did produce a range
of novel ideas for the design problem.
Question 2: What can engineers do to mitigate their fixation on
design solutions? Can analogies, functions, categories of energy
sources, and back-of-the-envelope calculations assist in overcoming design fixation?
Some of the strategies that may mitigate design fixation are
analogies, a functional decomposition, rerepresentation of the
problem, categories of solutions 共such as energy sources兲, and

Table 3 Participant perceptions of the effect of the defixation materials
Survey question

Defixation group mean 共SD兲

The provided additional information 共functions,
analogies, calculation, energy domains兲 benefited me.
2.7= agree/ somewhat agree 共1.33兲
The provided additional information 共functions,
analogies, calculation, energy domains兲 hindered me.
5.1= somewhat disagree 共1.45兲
Scale: 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = somewhat agree, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat disagree, 6 = disagree, 7 = strongly disagree

041003-10 / Vol. 132, APRIL 2010
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back-of-the envelope calculations. Results from this study clearly
indicate that design fixation can be mitigated or reduced through
these means. The defixation group did produce more ideas, on
average, than the fixation group. In addition, they repeated fewer
features from the example solution and implemented a greater
number of different energy categories than the fixation group. The
results do not indicate which materials are most effective for defixation, but that this set, as a whole, is effective. Future studies
will need to consider particular categories of defixation materials
and strategies.
Unlike previous studies on design fixation, this study directed
participants toward the use of analogy to break design fixation.
Participants in past studies likely implemented analogies since
analogy is a common and effective design strategy, but our study
is much more literal about analogy use. Our study provides further
but somewhat indirect support for the importance and impact of
analogical reasoning in the design process.
Additional research is needed to fully understand the type of
information that eliminates design fixation, including the numerous representations currently existing in the design literature, and
how these materials may be generated for novel design problems.
Design methods currently exist for functional decomposition
关63,66,79兴 and for analogies 关26,62,64,74,85兴. As more approaches to reducing design fixation are discovered, new design
methods will need to be developed to assist designers.
Research Question 3: How well do participant perceptions of
design results correspond to quantitative assessment of the results?
Consistent with other studies on idea generation 关37兴, participants’ perceptions of effectiveness during idea generation do not
always match the quantitative outcome. Participants in the fixation
group inaccurately believe, in general, that the example solution
has a positive influence on their idea generation process, or they
are unsure as to this influence. It is clear from the fixation results
that the example reduces the number of ideas generated, but this is
not perceived by the participants.
The defixation group felt that the example solution influenced
them, but are not sure if it was positive or negative. The defixation
group also correctly perceived that they are assisted by the additional information that is provided, but they do not feel strongly
about this. By contrast, the solution data demonstrate that the
defixation group is strongly supported by the additional materials.
These participant perception results strongly warn against their
use as an accurate measurement of ideation effectiveness.

12

Conclusions

This study evaluates design fixation, the use of mitigation strategies, and the perception of design fixation in a group of mostly
engineering design faculty. Results show that design fixation is a
difficulty encountered even by this group, indicating the strength
and importance of this effect in the design process. The participants’ perceptions of the effects of the provided fixation example
solution and defixation materials are generally not accurate, except with respect to defixation materials. This result is not expected for a group of individuals who study design. This incongruity in perception presents a unique obstacle to engineering
design methods research since one of the simplest measures to
obtain is the users’ perceptions of the method’s effectiveness.
Based on this study and past work, the participants’ evaluation of
a method are frequently inconsistent with the quantitative measures and not suitable for accurate evaluation or assessment.
This study compared three groups of participants: 共1兲 a control
group, which only received the design problem, 共2兲 a fixation
group, which also was provided a negative example solution, and
共3兲 a defixation group, which, in addition to the negative solution,
also received a set of materials to mitigate or reduce fixation. The
example solution caused design fixation, as demonstrated by a
reduction in the number of ideas generated, a greater number of
design features from the example being reused and fewer categoJournal of Mechanical Design

ries of energy sources considered. Consistent with prior studies,
design fixation can be mitigated. The unique fixation mitigation
materials, which included functions, energy sources, and analogies, increased the number of ideas generated. It also reduced the
frequency of design solutions that were highly similar to the example, and increased the number of energy categories spanned.
Fixation is a commonplace during the idea generation process
and warrants much further investigation. Solutions presented or
the individuals’ own ideas can cause fixation, thus limiting the
ideas that are considered. The situations that tend to increase design fixation need to be identified, and more approaches for mitigating or reducing fixation should be created.
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